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... pursuing the God life

By Duff Crerar
Elder

Writers on prayer and the great 
mystics talk about feasting at the 
table with the Lord, banqueting in 
deep fellowship for what seems like 
hours. After a few months of my 
return to silent prayer, I confess my 
times are more like coffee breaks 
with Jesus!

Two questions roost in the back 
of my mind, chirping like cheeky 
sparrows.

What is the holdup? It is easy to 
start blaming and self-reproaching. 
That does not help, though, and 
beating myself up does not really 
enhance my fellowship with Jesus. 
Jesus said the spirit is willing but 
the flesh is weak. Some days I am 

not awake enough, and as one my 
old friends, said, a great cure for 
insomnia was prayer when you can’t 
sleep! If I am under time pressure, 
things do just pile into my prayer 
time. C.S. Lewis wrote that God 
gets, in the normal Christian life, 
about one minute of time with 
us when we are completely open, 
unpreoccupied, and able to fully 
attend to Him – the moment we 
first wake up in the morning. I 
confess my brain takes only a few 
seconds to get firing. When the 
kids were small, and they were 
our alarm clock, I was already on 
the job before I was awake, having 
responded to their call.

No matter, says Jesus, come back, 
I can wait.

Just don’t forget me. I am not 
forgetting you.

Come back, for a while.

Another holdup may be that 
you are on the edge of a major 
step forward in waiting on God. 
We are told to wait on the Lord. 
Lately that has been my experience. 
I prepare, and I sit, quietly open 
and the message is simply silence. 
Those words of wisdom, love and 
inspiration – the pebbles in the 
pond – just aren’t coming.

The message?

Just be, with Me.

Hear the birds? Magpies? Do 
“To help each other to be excellent in loving and forgiving.”  Community Festivals bring our 
sites together for words of encouragment, a variety of activities and numerous tasty dishes 
which are enjoyed by all ages.  2 km of trails are lined with verses that have spoken into 
people’s lives.  Rhubarb Festival is one of regular gatherings that hundreds of people enjoy. 
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